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STIPULATION OF AGREEMENT, made and entered into this Ist day of July, 2002, 
h~' :1l1d between the CITY OF YONKERS (hereinafter referred to as the "City") and LOCAL 
456. INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF TEAMSTERS, AFL-CIO (hereinafter referred 
to as "Local 456"). 
WHEREAS, the City is the employer of various individuals who are represented by 
Local 456 concerning their terms and conditions of employment; and 
WHEREAS, Pursuant to Paragrapl: "6"' of a Stipulation Jf Settlement between the 
p,mies elated March 5, 1996, the City agreed not to subcontract without negotiation with Local 
456 any \vork function performed either presently or in the past by employees of the City 
represented by Local 456~ and 
WHEREAS. the City subcontracted epoxy pavement marking as part of road resurfacing 
prujects: anel 
WHEREAS, the parties are desirous of resolving any dispute concerning such pavement 
marking. 
IT IS AGREED, by and between the parties as follows: 
] . The City shall have the right to subcontract epoxy pavement marking only when it 
is	 ;ltTfor,ncc! as p,n·t of a ro:ld resurfacing project. 
The subcontracting of epoxy pavement marking as part of a road resurfacing 
projccl shal I be at the sufferance of Local 456. 
--------
J. Only employees who me members of tbe bargaining unit representee! by Local 
456 shall applypavcment marking in the City of Yonkt:rs in 011 other situlltions rcgordless of the 
ll1atcric1] used to apply the pavement marking. 




LOCAL 456, INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD 
OF TEAMSTERS, AFL-CIO 
Date: 
STIPULATION OF AGREEMENT, made and entered into this 3rd day of June, 2005 
by and between the negotiating committees for LOCAL 456, INTERNATIONAL 
BROTHERHOOD OF TEAMSTERS, AFL-CIO (hereinafter referred to as "Local 456") and 
the CITY OF YONKERS (hereinafter referred to as the City"). 
WHEREAS, the parties have engaged in negotiations in a good faith effort to arrive at a 
successor agreement to a contract that expired on December 31, 2001; and 
WHEREAS, the parties have arrived at a tentative agreement; 
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants contained herein, the 
parties hereby stipulate and agree as follows: 
1.	 The provisions of this Stipulation of Agreement are subject to ratification by the
 
respective parties to the contract.
 
2.	 The respective negotiating committees agree to recommend this Stipulation of Agreement 
for ratification. 
3.	 A copy of this original document has been furnished to representatives of the City and 
Local 456. 
4.	 All proposals not covered herein which were made by either party during the course of 
negotiations shall be deemed withdrawn. 
5.	 It is the intent of the parties that this Stipulation of Agreement supersedes the Stipulation 
of Agreement between the parties dated December 31, 2003. Therefore, upon ratification 
of this Stipulation of Agreement by both parties, the Stipulation of Agreement dated 
December 31, 2003 shall be terminated and neither party shall have any rights against the 
other pursuant to its terms. 
6. The provisions of prior Agreements, except the ~tipulation of Agreement dated 
December 31, 2003, shall be carried forward except as modified below. 
7.	 Unless otherwise noted, all dates involving the duration of the agreement shall be 
conformed to the duration of this Stipulation of Agreement. 
8.	 The term of this Stipulation of Agreement shall be five (5) years, commencing on 
January 1, 2002 and expiring on December 31, 2006. 
9.	 The rates of pay provided in Article 5:0 and Appendix "A" of the present contract shall 
be amended effective July 2, 2005 to provide an increase of 12.486% of the rates of pay 
that were in effect on December 31, 2001. 
10. Local 456 may request to reopen negotiations for a general wage increase for the period 
of January 1, 2005 through December 31, 2005 in the event that one of the following 
employee organizations obtains for the designated periods, through negotiation or the 
impasse procedures contained in New York Civil Service Law §209, a general wage 
increase for its bargaining unit members employed by the City of Yonkers. 
A.	 Local 628, International Association of Firefighters ("Local 628") - July 1, 
2005 through June 30, 2006; 
B.	 The Uniformed Fire Officers Association ("UFOA") - July 1, 2005 through 
June 30, 2006; 
C.	 The Police Association of the City of Yonkers ("Police Association") ­

September 1,2005 through August 31, 2006;
 
D.	 The Yonkers Captains, Lieutenants and Sergeants Benevolent Association 
("CLSA") - September 1, 2005 through August 31, 2006. 
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In the event that any of the above agreements or awards also contain provisions 
that provide financial savings to the City that offset or reduce the cost of the general wage 
increase, Local 456 shall submit at the time it requests to reopen negotiations, proposals 
to modify the terms of the contract that also result in financial savings to the City that 
offset or reduce the cost of the general wage increase. In addition, the City shall have the 
right to submit counter-proposals that offset or reduce the cost of the general wage 
increase as well. 
A request to reopen negotiations must be made by Local 456, in writing, to the 
Mayor, within one hundred twenty (120) days of the approval of any contract settlement 
by the City Councilor issuance of an arbitration award by an arbitration panel. Failure to 
make a timely request to reopen negotiations will constitute a waiver. 
11. Local 456 may request to re.open negotiations for a general wage increase for the period 
of January 1, 2006 through December 31, 2006 in the event that one of the following 
employee organizations obtains for the designated periods, through negotiation or the 
impasse procedures contained in New York Civil Service Law §209, a general wage 
increase tor its bargaining unit members employed by the City of Yonkers. 
A. Local 628 - July 1,2006 through June 30, 2007; 
B. UFOA - July 1,2006 through June 30, 2007; 
C. Police Association -September 1,2006 through August 31,2007; 
D. CLSA ~ September 1,2006 through August 31, 2007. 
In the event that any of the above agreements or awards also contain provisions 
that provide financial savings to the City that offset or reduce the cost of the general wage 
increase, Local 456 shall submit at the time it requests to reopen negotiations, proposals 
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to modify the terms of the contract that also result in financial savings to the City that 
offset or reduce the cost of the general wage increase. In addition, the City shall have the 
right to submit counter-proposals that offset or reduce the cost of the general wage 
increase as well. 
A request to reopen negotiations must be made by Local 456, in writing, to the 
Mayor, within one hundred twenty (120) days of the approval of any contract settlement 
by the City Councilor issuance of an arbitration award by an arbitration panel. Failure to 
make a timely request to reopen negotiations will constitute a waiver. 
12. During the month of September 2005 the persons listed in Appendix "A," attached 
hereto, shall receive a payment in the amount specified in that appendix subject to 
applicable withholdings. 
13. During the month of July 2006 the persons listed in Appendix "B," attached hereto, shall 
receive a payment of five thousand dollars ($5,000.) subject to applicable withholdings. 
14. During the month of July 2007 the persons listed in Appendix "C," attached hereto, shall 
receive a payment of eight thousand dollars ($8,000.) subject to applicable withholdings. 
In addition to all rights provided pursuant to New York State Civil Service Law §209-a, 
Local 456 shall be entitled to file a grievance pursuant to Article 26 of the collective 
bargaining agreement in the event of a dispute between the parties concerning payments 
due pursuant to the terms of this paragraph. 
15. Effective January 1,2002, Article 23 shall be amended to add the following provisions: 
Section 23 :07 
The City shall continue to provide individual and family health insurance
 




contribution rate as the member had on the date of retirement. The retirees will 
have the same health benefit plan options as the active members offered by the 
City, provided that such options are available for retirees. 
Section 23:08 
For employees who die in the line of duty or while still in active duty, the 
City shall contribute one hundred percent (100%) of the cost of the coverage 
under the City medical and insurance plan for deceased member's spouse and 
dependent children, until the deceased member's spouse dies or remarries. 
16. Effective January 1,2002, the City shall provide an annual stipend of three thousand 
dollars ($3,000.) to employees assigned to the job title Street Opening Inspector. 
17. Effective upon ratification of this Agreement by both parties, Appendix B, Section 7 (E) 
shall be eliminated. 
18. Article 30 shall be amended to add the following provision: 
It is recognized that substance abuse is a chronic illness. It is debilitating 
both emotionally and physically. Therefore, individuals with such an illness must 
be evaluated by a certified substance abuse professional and treated by a licensed 
physician. Any union member identified as a substance abuser that completes 
prescribed rehabilitation shall be subject to mandatory drug and alcohol screening 
by the City's Medical Control Officer. Only after successful completion of this 
screening will affected union members be permitted to return to their work 
assignments. 
19. Effective December 1,2005, Article 23 shall be amended to add the following 
section: 
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During the month of December of each year, an employee may waive in writing 
his/her health insurance benefits for the following year. The employee must 
present satisfactory evidence of coverage by an alternate medical insurance plan. 
An employee who waives individual health insurance benefits shall receive 
compensation in the amount of two thousand dollars ($2,000.) payable in equal 
installments of one thousand dollars ($1,000.) on or about April 1 and October 1 
of each year that the employee waives coverage. An employee may elect to 
resume coverage upon notice to the City. In the event that an employee resumes 
coverage, he/she will refund to the City the pro rata portion of any payment 
received from the City for waiving coverage. 
CITY OF YONKERS 
Date: (pbb~ 
LOCAL 456, I.B.T. 
/". ~ \/) l' ! 
f < ' ,ff, r '. D tf. ••""l. '" I"L..... ! et- a e: _ 
Edward Doyle, Jr':; resfdeni 
APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
Date: W'­





LOCAL 456 SALARY SCHEDULE 07/02/05 -12/31/06 
LONGEVITY 
(4%) ( 8%) (12%) 
GRADE JOB TITLES (RR) (18M) (lOyrs) (15yrs) (20yrs) 
DP A ASSISTANT CUSTODIAN AIDE $37,130 $43,683 $1,747 $3,495 $5,242 
DP B E~EYAJ'ORp~-gMTPR 
CUSTODIAN WORKER 
GfJAIU> 
$43,216 $50,843 $2,034 $4,067 $6,101 
DP C 
E.M.W. (CLASS 5 LICENSE) 
P~~~;A~i,;~~ 
MAINTENANCE WORKER I 
~~~jfi~N!:~8~;t~Ntr 
REPRODUCTION SYSTEM OPER. 
$44,624 $52,498 $2,100 $4,200 $6,300 
$4,352 $6,527$46,235 $54,394 $2,176DP D 
$4,406 $6,609$55,073 $2,203DP F E.M.W. (CDL LICENSE) $46,812 
STOREKEEPER 
LONGEVITY 
(4%) ( 8%) (12%) 
GRADE JOB TITLES (lSyrs) (20yrs)(HR) (18M) (10yrs) 
DP G B CUSTODIAN It 
MA THELPER 
STREET LIGHT & INST. WORKER 
TREE PLANTING INSPECTOR 
WATER PLANT OPER. (TRAINEE) 
$47,239 $55,575 $2,223 $4,446 $6,669 


















STREET OPENING INSPECTOR* 
TREE TRIMMER 
VEHICLE BODY REPAIRER 
WATER PLANT OPERATOR 
WELDOR 






TREE TRIMMER SUPERVISOR 
WORKING SUPERVISOR 
$53,443 $62,874 $2,515 $5,030 $7,545 
DP J ASST. BUILDING SERVICE MGR. $54,451 $64,060 $2,562 $5,125 $7,687 
DETENTION OFFICER (MALE/FE) 
ELECTRICAL SUPERVISOR 

























ELECTRICAL SUPERVISOR (LIC). 
LEAD AUTO MECHANIC 
SR. REPRODUC. SYSTEM OPER. 












DP M AUTO REPAIR SUPERINTENDENT 
BUILDING SERVICE MANAGER* 
DETENTION OFFICER SUPV. 
~t:JP~Rm[;ENPr;N;W:)if~J~}itQ,J·Q~) 
$58,472 $68,791 $2,752 $5,503 $8,255 




(18M.): AFTER 18 MONTHS ON THE JOB.
 
APPENDIX "A" 
LOCAL 456 SALARY SCHEDULE 01/01/02 - 07/01/05 
LONGEVITY 
(4%) ( 8%) (12%) 
GRADE JOB TITLES (HR) (18M) (tOyrs) (t5yrs) (20yrs) 
E.M.W. I~.",I-\'''''' 5 LICENSE) 
$33,009 $38,834 $1,553 $3,107 $4,660DP A ASSISTANT CUSTODIAN AIDE 
$38,419 $45,199 $1,808 $3,616 $5,424 
CUSTODIAN WORKER 
GUARD 
DP B ELEVATOR OP~R.ATOR 
$5,601$3,734$39,670 $46,671 $1,867DP C 
$5,803$3,868$41,103 $48,356 $1,934DP D 
$5,875 
STOREKEEPER 
$3,917$41,616 $48,960 $1,958DP F E.M.W. (CDL LICENSE) 
LONGEVITY 
(4%) ( 8%) (12%) 
GRADE JOB TITLES (HR) (l8M) (tOyrs) (15yrs) (20vrs) 
DP G BtJILDlijQ'C(JS'rQ,t;)IAN II 
MACHINIST HELPER 
STREET LIGHT & INST. WORKER 
TREEPLAN'tlNGlNSPECFfQR 
WATER PLANT OPER. (TRAINEE) 
$41,995 $49,406 $1,976 $3,953 $5,929 




















STREET OPENING INSPECTOR* 
TREE TRIMMER 
VEHICLE BODY REPAIRER 
WATER PLANT OPERATOR 
WELDOR 
$43,857 $51,597 $2,064 $4,128 $6,192 





TREE TRIMMER SUPERVISOR 
WORKING SUPERVISOR 
$47,511 $55,895 $2,236 $4472 $6,707 
DP J ASST. BUILDING SERVICE MGR. $48,407 $56,949 $2,278 $4,556 $6,834 
DETENTION OFFICER (MALE/FE) 
ELECTRICAL SUPERVISOR 
FORESTRY LABOR SUPERVISOR 
GRADE JOB TITLES 
ALL NEW HIRES SUBJECT TO HIRING RATE AS PER SECTION 5:03. 
(HR): HIRE RATE
 
(18M.): AFTER 18 MONTHS ON THE JOB.
 
LONGEVITY 
(4%) (8%) (12%) 
(HR) (I 8M) (lOyrs) (l5yrs) (20yrs) 
DP J LABOR SUPERVISOR 
NURSERY SUPERVISOR 
PARK LABOR SUPERVISOR 
RE 
ST 
TECHNICAL SERVICES SUPV. 




$48,407 $56,949 $2,278 $4,556 $6,834 
DP K ELECTRlCAL SUPERVISOR (LIC). 
LEAD AUTO MECHANIC 
SR. REPRODUC. SYSTEM OPER. 
WATER PLANT OPERATOR SUPV. 
$49,300 $58,000 $2,320 $4,640 $6,960 
DP L P.S.E.O SUPERVISOR $50,196 $59,054 $2,362 $4,724 $7,087 
DP M AUTO REPAIR SUPERINTENDENT 
BUILDING SERVICE MANAGER* 
DETENTION OFFICER SUPV. 
stWpR)NJ+.§N;d~~ill·~~~;(C.J;~]) 
$51,982 $61,155 $2,446 $4,892 $7,339 
APPENDIX "A" 
LOCAL 456 SALARY SCHEDULE EFFECTIVE -12/31/01 
LONGEVITY 
(4'Yo) ( 8%) (12%) 
GRADE JOB TITLES (HR) (18M) (10yrs) (15yrs) (20yrs) 




$38,419 $45,199 $1,808 $3,616DP B ELEVATOR OPERATOR 
$5,601$39,670 $46,671 $ J ,867 $3,734OP C BUILDING CDSTOJ;)IAN 1 




























(4':{.) ( 8%) (l2':{. ) 
GRADE JOB TITLES (HR) (18M) (lOyrs) (l5yrs) (20yrs) 
DP G Bt+t[J~r]qGCUSJ1~J+1IANII $41,995 $49,406 $1.976 $3,953 $5.929 
MAClfl;NISTHE14PER 
STREET LIGHT & INST. WORKER 
TREEBtANTngO 'INSPECTOR 
WATER PLANT OPER. (TRAINEE) 




















STREET OPENING INSPECTOR* 
TREE TRIMMER 
VEHICLE BODY REPAIRER 
WATER PLANT OPERATOR 
WELDOR 
DP I AIR MASK SERVICE TECH (LIe.) $47.511 $55.895 $2,236 $4472 $6,707 





TREE TRIMMER SUPERVISOR 
WORKING SUPERVISOR 
DP J ASST. BUILDING SERVICE MGR. $48,407 $56.949 $2,278 $4,556 $6.834 
INO MA 
~R\S .. i.· ESUpV........." 
DFTENTION'OFFICER(MALE/FE) 
ELECTRICAL SUPERVISOR 




(4'y'.) (8°;',) (12%) 
GRADE JOB TITLES (HR) (18M) (tOyrs) (15yrs) (20yrs) 
DP J LABOR SUPERVISOR $48,407 $56,949 $2,278 $4,556 $6,834 
NURSERY SUPERVISOR 
PARK LABOR SUPERVISOR 
RBCREATION T, SUPV, 
STREETLIGH SUPERVISOR 
TECHNICAL SERVICES SUPV. 
TRAFFIC MA1NTENANCE SUPV. 
DP K ELECTR1CAL SUPERVISOR (ue). $49,300 $58,000 $2,320 $4,640 $6,960 
LEAD AUTO MECHANIC 
SR. REPRODUC. SYSTEM OPER. 
WATER PLANT OPERATOR SUPV. 
DP L P.S.E.O SUPERVISOR $50,[96 $59,054 $2,362 $4,724 $7,087 
DP Z $48,277 $56,797 $2,272 $4,544 $6,816 
DP M AUTO REPAIR SUPERINTENDENT $51,982 $61,155 $2,446 $4,892 $7,339 
BUILDING SERV1CE MANAGER* 
DETENTION OFFICER SUPV. 
SUPJ3RINT-,?NDENT·FqR(G~~,G.) 











































(J!USTO,M.I_~HA~!::.A______ ; $ 11,678.28
 
Q~LMJGO,BIC::~Af3.o_ .__ _. $ 11,459.07
 
'-'YAL?_H--,--EQ...V\I~R D_T_.__ ' $ 11,450.48 _
 
LAMEDlf~NANCY...6:___ : $ 11 ,38~}.2...
 
rv1~f\JgIER1[?ANNL§: ~__ $11,347.4?_
I 1~~~_CQ~Q,-EQ~~_f3[)__ _ .!..'1..1 ,255.03_




--------_. - _....---- ._-- ­
1_~gL_E,RALPH}. JJ.1.....052QQ. 
HARRISON,MONIQUE $11,016.21 





~~b~~~1~~1~~~M~?L--~ti6~~~~-­1 CI:if3~TIEIII,THOMA§_J. ._. $10,456.83
 
SOTO,WILLIAM . $ 10,30445
 
------ .. - ----------------_._-_.-------­
SIUDYM,NlICHAEL , $10,170.18 
121Q9l~~'2J=Rp,_[K-~==_-_==~~$10J70·-~f 
FERRARA,DOROTHY CAVORTI . $10,134.19 
I~~J~EEEREY~-------~=_ ._$1.9'-Q.Q.1~?_ 
TIMM,HERBERT C $ 9,934.34
 
DUGAN JR:CAVoiRENCE D. . -·f9:92-i~64
 
zIPpc5,ANTI~C)Ny-j ... . - ---$'9,89is3'­1-·_·- -.--.-.------~ . ------..-~------- ..­
1~~i~EltA~~~Ny- -.-------~-: ~:~~~.~~ 
iQ@:~_g_Q,gHRI~T~QE.8..ER·--·.~ $~9.l680.25 
IPEREZ,EVERARDO $ 9,318.50
! - .'_._---_. --- -- _. ---_._---- -- --- -'- .--­
IH,IWES,DONALD T. $ 9,288.65 
rQ'~6~~]:.~(QE8:I§L_ ·-$9-;261.4.~. 
IMP,HER,JOHN M. $ 9,19021 1[)l=LP}Z.r::-rtI8..0MASL~=-.----:-$ 9,062.99 














-- -- --_. - - ­
OERUGGIERO JR,ANTHONY 

































- .. -­-------.~ -----
OEVITA,DOMINiCK













































































S 6.601 04 
>. 6.59589 
.­ (~ 58566 
~ 6.52558 








I~-~~N-~O-N, FRAN K --_~~~,~~ l. ~_~_ 
'~1;~~~_'~~~R_ H_,;~iECpH H . - _.1_~351.35_$ 6,341.251If(ATZEi'-TB~R~~f3~{¢.8~tLL '~~$--_§~22Q~84-
,':1BI~_?XB6~K .__ __, $~9.94. 
QA_~,l\.1g~SA~_\.I..ATORE __ 'J~~~J3~ 
f<'vVE~fil.N-,-~VIH_ ... $ 6,146.64 
SOLlERI,ROBERT -----. i $ 6,130.40 
-~-----"-----'---' .--- . --------~c-
TORREGGIANI,RICHARD A ,$ 6,080.05 
STL~~fI!1J~,_~)OHN_==-===-1 $ 6,066.88 
~E_'['{I?-,-R_Q§~.f3.~fi:. ~__ . $ 6,023.90 
SCHARVELLA,CHRISTOPHER J ~ $ 6,020.60 
ISUTHERLAN6-,DANIELR-~-'----$~24.10-
SPALit:fTHOMAS------· -- ----·---;$5;874.23 
.QEG.BIE:...Q9UGJ:6?.E .__ $ 5,873.13I
'D'APRILE,EDWARD J. $ 5,807.14!J~KlTB~K,THb~~S·-_~_·~~_-_~~~---· $ 5,781.11 
IOLlI,l\..BJ.fX-"""- . __ ___....:. $ 5,775.79 
[GREINER,DAVID . $ 5,755.43 
r-~--._-._----.. ---.-.--. 
~EZZULO,JOHN C. ._ _.. _ $ 5,669.34r;WOODS,THOMAS F. $ 5,657.94 
KULP,SIGMUND $ 5,650.901--·-----------------_· , -. ,- ----~---.--
lFERRARO,FRANK . $ 5,632.82 
l'soFFolT'N'icHOLAS S. -----,$5,608.09­
iSrVllfR,DE-R'RICffH--- - -~5,607:f7-
(- ------_.----._._._-----_._-- --- .-­
IC,A,SSARO,JOSEPH A $ 5,598.50
IDE F-RANCT~R6NAL.D--- ---- --$5~594.71 
1-·----- -.-----.---.----.-- -- .-- --.-----~--_ 
I~~;~~;~~NN-j.~~~ ~_~_.-t~~~-
iSOTO,JULIO I $ 5,506.42
 
D!SAl..V6~N-OEC-----------; $ 5,496.21
I - -----.-- .._----_._--_._._--_._------_._----­ICIPRIANO,ROCCO F . $ 5,459.93 
!~-~-fC~~~~~~:~~TJ~~=-----·~t-t~~t 
ICABT-EB:J3BI~_ti.._~_'- ..- _=-_~..!__5282:§'?__ 
II~ASTRO[)_[)J,MAR!S___ _ ..~ $ 5,200.88 
lLOIA,PATSY A $ 5,181.18 
iC;ASSA-RO,CHARLESJ' - -·- .. -~5, 124.10­
i . -----.---- ----.-.--- ._- - ..-------.--------­
1~~AMR:~?E~~~-~~h ... :-~~~~ 
ILUBIENIECKI,JOSEPH $ 5,063.79 
ICc5~~~A: ~1\.t~IQA-- -_[-5-:-058.Q~_ 
Irvo1913C'.'(,GE:BA Rg __J.__5, 014.57 
I~lL~,(,?,l\I..~lg!S...I:..___ _.._t..4,992~e.. 
1~J1xrCfjI~LL'f-1~~RY,l\~ ._. .. .:..L_4,958.~ 
IS_vv.E="§!iEY-,~rHOMA~,L_ _ $ 4,945.50 
IR(2Cl<,~I::I_~R_J_- . ..1. 4,924.97 
iAPICELLA,JOHN ,$ 4,842.63I .--.----------..-~ --- .-----.--.---.~---. 
~EC2.It\JE,RAL?tI.._. ._ $ 4,804.69 
I()'BRISKIE,CHRISTOPHER $ 4,789.90 












- . - .- ._--. 
MUSCARI,CHRISTOPHER 
------- -- ----_._----------.__ .._.-. - ­
FAYE,THOMAS J. 
- -- --- ,-------- ---,-. -. - - ---- ­
CZUCHTA,JOHN 
,-------- _.- - ------ ._- - .- -- -­
A~f3'-~9IQN'_C'L_hENIj\j 
CAPASSO,LAWRENCE 
.'--- - '. ---­
HA~ZUS, -~~()M!,S E. 
SPEAR,WAYNE













I - -- .--. -.­
IGRECO,RICHARD 
INEIDER,BRIAN K 







Ii'v11 NIERI ,R IC~.8R_O 
iFJONCURAK,DAVIO S 
IVISCONTI RANDyj , 
: f3ROWER JOSEPH 












S 4.761 42 
S 4.759.52 










































































S 3 78974 




. _!'~¥.c>~_tJ.. __IDEVEAU, DENNIS M 
.__ __£.3,74 7:..~IMOORE,R~-6AvID---




,---,- -------_..-- .-­I_M¢GQ\{ERt\I~B~YAN 
_.! .1.6604§_, 
,D'ASCOLl,MICHAEL
_____-'-$ 3,645.781------- ------ ­




Q~~£~Q~:\f\LB~RT-:~__ ~_~====- $ ~,57T53 
r:~lrv1E,l\J:J~~C'~E~y-=- ~56.92_ 
,ORZA,GERALD J. $ 3,549.65 
IFIEl[jS~rvIICHAELR~ - ------ : $ 3,548.49 
1%~r~~~~~C:N~-==-===: i ;:~:~:~~
 
,---------------_.. ­ --_._._~,--~ 
l~tRMONT!.cE_~A.0J.fS.£3. . __J.. 3,541.0~_ 
r~Q~_~B.!f1.Y_,g!''{~D w..___ _ $ 3,506.83 
DIPOPOLO JR,ANTHONY '$ 3,502.93 
-"-~_.. __._----- ._--------~----- - ..._--_ ..- - - - -- --_ .. -- - ------_.~----
PASSANNANTI,RALPH . $ 3,495.30 
17ff;~lfi~{Tf~l~~~~--:-~._=_~H~-
'j I.f\,'HIT_NEY, LI,t'i'vYOOD ! 3,460J4_ 
:3\fVli\.TOWI9_Z,FRA.t'-J_K _ ___~J__1i?O.7~__ 
Ir\J,A.flQl-l()~~,ALE~~[) _E ._ __~_.~,443.~~. 
.8f\LEZENTISTHOMAS $ 3,442.13 
iASH,D-A~T-rE-K~ --- .-.... ---'T'j,432.'16 
1---------------- -------- - .-'-- --~.-~~---. 
IMg[)()_N~_L[),~9.fj~.J__ , ~_ $ 3,428.36
 
ITROETTI,STEVEN : $ 3,407.59
1·.... -------_ ... -- -------- -...----- .. --.. --------~-~-




iYEE,JOW P . $ 3,346.14
 
IPoLIT(i5'ENN-'S-S--:-----· --- --- -$"3,337.4E'­
1---- ------------------. - .- .~-~~---
is_~AVJRIGHI,_~~A'0jN __ _ _J_.3,330.~
 
\JOAO,GREGORY 1. . $ 3,328.78

t ---- -------------- ..---- -. --------.-----.----. 
WIORILLI,ANTHONY J. : $ 3,313.82I .......- ---- -.----" -------- -------.- --.. ---------.~-----
DESSESOW,PAUL • $ 3,296.56
--_ .. _-"-------- ----­ -_._-----~----~-
G~E::_~l:l,l\r~KE::Ii~tT.t:J.fJ .. ~!. 3,267.15_ 
KQD~f<, [)At'-JIE_~__._ .. .:.t_~254:~_~_ 
C;QtJZALE::'§-,~~;\!'J ._1.....3,25~-,-Q.Q_ 
R6~(\ _~R,~Q~,l\~g __t.l230.1~_ 
REED,LEWIS J ~.. 3,229:~?_ 
I=ORCELLI JR,CHARLES $ 3,228.86 
FJI,IA,RICHARD p'.---$~f11 
i:>ARIS'TP-O-B-ERT-J.----------·- $ 3,207.65 
[l1~E~INE~~gJ:1_AR-O-·__ -_==__::~-~-~1,206. 79 _ 
FRAIZER,BERNARD $ 3,206.45 
sTNC)ONAGIUSEPPE----· .... ---.-$-3,202.09­
SEC-L.AMA-RE, PETER ---- --$"'3,201.18­

__ EE,JE"FTR-EY - --$-~20020
 
IGRANITTO,PHTLIP .-$-- 3,195.83
~~:....=.'.':"":"":'':''='':'':' -'----'---'-_ L 
----- -
- -- - -













MC GOVERN,GREGORY M 









BISTANY JR,EDWARD M, 
/'::A-UFANO,PAUL 
























































































































































1----.--- -P_ayoLJt 1 _
 
If<INCHUSKY,CH~~LESR - -- §_?J3_l·9_1_
 





II - -----.- ._-- - . -.-.-----­
IRURKE,WILU.AM_ _L ~..zJ~:!'§
 
IARCIOLA,WILLIAM J. $ 2,669.24
 
Ic5: SuI[I,{/l..~.c[fA~IEI=-~__ __ ___~1_2"]63 ~4-0­
VAN TASSELL,ROBERT J $ 2,654.71
 
QUINN,WILLIAM P. $ 2,641.51
 
CIRIEL_~Q...B.ICH~RD 1... 2,640~~~_ 
PANKO,JOHN $ 2,63411
----- -------_... - -_.-- ------­
BLASETTI,SCOTT $ 2,611.33 



















1---------------------_· - -. --_.-----------.1_§I2By'-I_f\I3JfS.____ _ _ J__~~477:??_ 
IGIRDAUSKAS,EDWARD A $ 2,460.77 
I~~T~~~~~~(N----- -- ----r-t:}~'-f~ 
L_______________________ , . _ 
IG_A_LVIN ,KE'v'1 N__ .__ _.__ __ _.l__2.2i~_~~?§'_ 
i~rOMlL_()WlC~c.\f',I~LJ_E:_R ~_~,_~12·04 
O'BUCK,PETER $ 2,399.72
__ • •• .• __._•• _ .'. __ '0- _ ~ _ 
JUDIS,WALTER $ 2,385.87 
_._._----_._--_._----_._~.. __.,_ ...__.._-_._--" - ._-------_._-­
CU-.!J3_Q!iS.JOS~P~__~ ~! _2,363.25 
MC ENIRY,JOSEPH D $ 2,335.63 
IDALES-SANDRc5,-ANTHONY lii- - -$2,333.52­
/B R'{Fr~TT,JQ_~N~~:_~-=-_-- ~ -_- ---r~~ 318=~?-: 
!MANN,DOUGLAS $ 2,305.57 
1~~~~~~,~~g;;R-~YY- .-f~1~::~r
 
---_._~-- --- --" .. __ - . - -­- ..----------- ------­
MACHADO,ANTONIO C. $ 2,255,23
-------------------- - ------_ ..,---- ---­
_~_RE~~~L~~METI.~_'___ .J ~,251__05_ 
WASYLENKO,DENNIS J $ 2,241.16 
Ii\FfR~ifJGION-,_NA THAN I~~ __ ~- __ •. __ : ~f-.~,207~7-9­
I~~Q§!L~Q,~~~L_______ _ __ _ _~_..2,202~.?il_ 
t I\J.AU_Gf:J!Q[\J,-~OH~}~_ . ___ L_?-,l~·~8"': 
I.cHIBYX~GIJOSEPH L 2, 1~~§~ 
1§IBP!:'~?fSAS--,~_I3.~N~A~_ _ ...1l,1}~_:~1 
I[)_RAG°..2If:JQ!'-1A~i:_______~_ 2, 17~:~~_ . 














. -- _.. __.----- ----.----.--- ----­
SCHIAVOI\JE,FRANK J. 
--- .._--. ---_... _­
~~lc\f'v11~H~_Eh _ 
SMITH,JAMES A 
- ----- - --. - -- ..-_.- _.-~-
PARLAPIANO,NICHOLAS F
1-- -.--.---.----.----~._.--.--- - -- -------. 
i?'ZZ.8l'JJ~If~_______ _ 










-CHIAM ULERA, EUG EN E 




._-_.- --- . 
DEPALMA,SCOTT L 
r-AULK,RONALD 
.---._-----,---- ---- .._._--- -' ---­
HARRIS,CHRISTOPHER




IIMciAUGHLlN,PATR(CK... _ __ .__ ... .. . 
'CI\?~Y, K~t\1r\1 ETHYV 
j LE:-rL~~f\,_~Lu.§~PfJE 
'TUTINO,SANDRA
--" ._---- ..------- .. - -- -­
tlOOKER,AARON 
~.- ---- - ... -.-­
DEGREE,LEROY J. 
--,.-._,------ --------------- .. _---­
TYLER,KENNETH E 








- ._------ ._-- -------- --'-­
IANNUZZO,RICHARD 





- ---"---- - ---- ---,,-- - . 
SEERY,DAVID M 
- _.- --­












































































































I~O_~t'-J_.sQ.N,_~ATHANI~L . $ 863.18 
DAVIS~_FWB~RT f.-~_ _ __1_770 .2.9_ 
FALLON,DANIEL . $ 619.23 
- - .-_.-- - .-------- ..._- -_.. -----_.------­
9J3l~rv1,JA~E~~_.___._ : $ 497.30 
1!0~llZZEI,t;?E~!'~P~___ _ __ I $ 99.20 
PEREIRA,LUIS C 
------­ ---­
: $ 81.04 
..----~- ------~----
CLARE, HERBERT P. $ 59.44 
-------_.~--------~----
ROZZI,ANTHONY A . $ 7,989.08 
SANTc5WASSQIEc5NARD J. i $ 7,868.01
._-_. 
DEFINE,JASON A. i $ 7,813.52 
DI.s0TTO,-'{~NC~NT .---l..!-7,783.92 
GIORGIO,MARIO A : $ 7,248.50 







--------~---- _~--~--_._.. -- -------­
MQ.ORE,JAMES J.. __. .__...L!.2..206~_ 
IKREUTZBERG'KENNET~ ; $ 7,049.30 
;~~~~~~----- ': ~:~~~:~~
 
I DEL BENE,ANTHONY M. $ 6,857.48gAGDARDI~CENT B. -----:,$ 6,827.79I
I BLOOMER,RANDY----v----·-- I $ 6,770.02 
I-~----···---_· --- -- --------..---.----~ 
I DRUYAN,WARREN J. $ 6,743.77 ~\fI LLAR6-,-~OS EP Ii.~ __.-=-=-__~~~~~$_i>, 734 .40_ 
,£:ILA,JOSE~_f_i_~ ._ $ 6,713.121jCARAGINE JR,VINCENT. ,$ 6,682.19 
1§.~gN~~.~ST_A_T§_O_F_J_QS_E_P_H .~i---'$-6'--,3-67-.5_0---1 
IKEEGAN,PATRICK i $ 6,298.51 
IPAOLICELIIPA~---'---' '$ 6,265.54 
iPAUL,DENNIS C. . $ 5,820.11
f -------,------- --- --- - -',. ------ ..---' ----- - - ---------­
IF~I~Jr__JQ..?lQ_g_____.. . __ . $ 5,043.35 
MORAY,JAMES . $ 4,757.58I· '.---- ----.. - ... ----- ----- -------.--­
TAMBURRI,PETER $ 4,648.33_ 
AMBY,CHRIS 
---
: $ 4,544.11 
AMBARDELLA,ANTHONY i $ 4,429.44~G:CDERMOTT,VINCENT $ 4,244.15 
GREEN,VINCENT
..:J __. ". .__ ... _. __. !$3,835.93 .IHICKEY,JAMESM. $ 3,791.19 
IR:OEi-ERTSot{ViiILLIAM S - -'-'$ 3,663:08 I:tF{Q'~B'9~I0\0~I ~= .-_ ..~.. ....t..3~~9J_ 
ISPANO,JOSEPH M. $ 3,313.77 
'SPERANZA,JONATHAN : $ 2,658.44I=-c-:cc-:-c~:--=-:---=-:-.::=-=-::cc-c==~----=--~=-=-=:-::-I 
!0NNELLI,CHRISTOPHER $ 2,409.03 
SURLAK,ROBERT J. I $ 2,248.77 
­
MCMAHON,MATTHEW J. $ 1,952.32 
-----._--_.~----_._--_._-_._-_..._--------­
CALABRESE,CARMEN Y . $ 1,931.89
------_.__..__.... ----~-~ 
DO..r~f...~ll!_,P 0 ld.<3.!-f.-§'. __ __. ~_.1~_1J.: 50_ 
MCGOWN,SCOTT $ 1,903.99 
Ijg:e~~~~:~~~- .. ------.. : ~ :;~~:~~ 




C/\L1.ESTATE OF NICHOLAS J $ 984.60 
MP.'oDEN,MARK P $ 896.47 
i\!ATRELLA,KEVIN V $ 799.56 
FF\ASCONE,ANTHONY $ 604.66 
C!--j/>.M BER L,ll, IN,ROBERT S 535.18 
SEVERO,ANTHONY $ 36502 
- - --_. ------ - ­rv1C;hY!'JN)~I-j~__ _ $ 4,914 .6? 
NICODEMUS,FREDERICK R $ 4,618.55 
IFA~g_()f{~,\tlE¢Iftr)-- $ 4,1-32.02­
Ifj'~i~_~,--~_~!~E:R $ 4,117 03 
IRIORDAN,RICHARD S 4,079.81 
I~~~~g~;~~ G ~ ~:~~~.~~ 
IBROWr{WALfERE $ 3,785.34 
I~.EP-R~,O-Q@.NI(KT. $ },61T66 
iQUINTO,BRUCE A $ 3,510.60
1-..--·----·------------------- -,-----­I~~:~~~~~~f~~lg-A ; }~~~~~ 
ICI~~IELL6,tu~-NE . $ 3,274.43 
'WAR[),CHARJ_E~ $ 2,995.54 
iCHAPINS,BARRY $ 2,690.50 
!\fVALSI~,KEN-NETH $ 2,594.10 
iBREHEf/y}foSE"Fn $ 2,463.93 
I-----------~_·_·_--------.-.-.- -.-.- - .--------­IWQSKA,ROBE~I $ 2,447.60 
iDEPALO'p-OBERT $ 2,417.58 
!r\~f\Z~-c5LA,CARrvlll\JE $ 2,399.05 
:RIEHM,JOSEPH J $ 2,390.58 
fSCHWARTiARNOLD $ 2,356.34
I ­
W\!t'\LLlN,KARLA $ 2,341.42 
iiVVATKINS,GREGORY $ 2,335.63 
i::;REEN,JAMES"W $ 2,275.78
i ------------ ­
I(;ORMAN,JASON $ 2,240.88 
iFEDORTi,RICHARD $ 2,213.72 
I -"-~------------
IR()§ERJS,JAry1EE) E $ 2,194.54 
il'~APPI,ANDREW S 2,171.32 
iDERUG-G-IERb",i\I\JTHONY $ 2,145.50 
r:;uz.z.Q,JOHN A~ $ 2,075.23 
[FEATHERSTONE,CHRISTOPHER f $ 2,023.58 
!DELUCCy,j6sEPH'j -- $--2,018--43' 
'r~LJLVrHILL,J6sEPH $ 2,01024 
Ir\JAF'pfRALPH F. - $ 1,958.34 
iSATCHEL.L,OTHA W $ 1,957.65 
liv1Ar\jzo}RANKJ $ 1,929.53 
[ALTO"SE-LLI'-pTFER $ 1,897 36 
!STAR-RO,THOMAS J $ 1,893.25 
i(JP\f~-,O'{ ~QIO E:_ S 1, 885 50 
lOUTA, GERALD S 1 860.13 
IPUc;hIESE:,Y_ERNANDO S 1,83273 
:DOERR,HENRY $ 1,82064 
IWILKINS,G-ERALD $ 1,820.25 
I POMPILLlO,ROBERT S 1,80232 
APpen d i x " ;, 
~ ~ "-~--'~-~-'~'--------~---=--'-,-,-----, 
i . Payout 1 
[DUGj).,N~RAY~()~[)_ $ 1,746.70 
IBI..ASEiil, PHI LI P 3) 1,74223I ~~ ~ .. ~ ~--
IC;AR~R~CHT,VYAL TE~ $1,73787 
IF~QQc;IOGAL1E:J9_~!=fH $ 1,590.34 
,GA.LL!G.A.N,JA.MES P 
-- -_._-_.-- _... .-- . ­-----~-
MCGUIRE,DAVID $ 1,354.95 
-_._-_.-------~----
MCLAUGHLlN,DEVIN B. $ 1,27380
- . _. _...._--_._--------_.-.­--------~-
QQYLE-,SCS)TT..£.__~_~~._ ~ ..~_ $ 1,055.78
--- ---- ._---- ------,---­
CUNNINGHAM,CAMERON J. $ 925.75 
.~ -~--_._-----
ICURTIN,MICHAEL J.---~ $ 51181 
----- -----,--" ---­ISACCENTE,PETERJ~--'-- $ 417.13I--~---~~-~~--'~----~~-~- -~ ~ 
ITRAINOR,EDWARD $ 219,71 
IPA-NEiLAj;,1ICHAEL--j $ '117.06 
--,--- - --------.­I:------~---~ ~-----.---~-_. ~-~ ~ 
! fRECa,TODD J $ 82.59 
riVER-'(SCOTT P---- $ 7470-1 
Appendix "B" 
j __ ~~ayou~ 2 
MANZO,AI\JTHOI\JY JR $ 5,000.00
----,,"---_._.-.-. -----­
IOVI~~EIGINO . $ 5,000.00 
- -- - _. -_.._------­
rv10RAY,ROSEMARY . $ 5,000,00 
IVALENTI,ANTHONY ·-$-5,ocfo.oO­
Ip!Jl,CE~JTE~EORGE- -··--n--sJ)O-6.oo 
'NOLL-DAN-IET}~--~ ._. $ 5,000.00 
!,r\jg~F3T(l.N,E'3~N_~?:r~. __ ~___ I $ 5,000.00 
DAMATO, RICHARD $ 5,000.00 
.~ ~ .._-- - - _. -'. _._--,------------ - ---. --­
DEVITAJOSEPH • $ 5,000.00
----- -----~------- ._-- --- -.--------~:-'-::-::-~--c-_=_ 
MCINTYRE,RAYMOND $ 5,000.00 
--~'-- ----- -----~----_._----------------------­
fIt1.A5i£L_~ (),£3g'§~BI ... • $ 5,000.00 
SIKORAMICHAEL I $ 5,000.00
-----_.__. ---------- ------~-=----:::-'-::---=-=---=-=-I 
il~'3~f\.Pc;\CRAl~ ~. I $ 5,000.00 
~fNI':!§T_T~QHN.£:.:_________ i $ 5,000.00 
Q.I.~.!..O_RE,_§EVE'3LY I $ 5,000.00 
MM~ZO,ANTHONY : $ 5,000.00
---_.. ..._.__._-­_------_._----_._-~_ 
GIUSTO,MICHAEL A I $ 5,000.00 
-_.~---~-_._-----_._-_. 
[).~_A_t'i~Q,~ICtiARD ~ .. _. ~ $ 5,000.00
 
V\'~J:-.§.~-,-EDV\"'-ARDI ~ ! $ 5,000.00
 
LAMEDICA,NANCY A ; $ 5,000.00

-- - . - - - .- ---------­
~_ANC;I~£3l.Q_0~~_~.~_______ : $ 5,000.00
 
f\;16SCOLQ,~DWAR[)__._____ I $ 5,000.00
 
FAIA,RICHARD : $ 5,000.00

-------- --'-- ------ -_...- --­
ROCK,DANIEL ,$ 5,000.00 
----- .- .. ------ __._-----_._.._---_.---~---_. 
,ISOLE,RALPH J. • $ 5,000.00f·--- --.--.- ------ - -- - - -----------.--. 
'HARRISON,MONIQUE $ 5,000.00
- -_.__ ..._---._-- -- - ._.-. - -- ----­
JACKSON,MARC . $ 5,000.00
- --- _._------- --_. ------"-----_.-­
ARNOLD,I..JEIL D. '$ 5,000.00
-- -- ._--._- -.-- - _.__._.. - - -- - - ..-----~- ~ 
,S_~rEY~EY,A~.N()L.Q .. . $ 5,000.00
 
ANNUNZIATO,THOMAS J . $ 5,000.00

--.. -~---- -- ------- ._-_. ----------- -----~-----_. 
'p>()g?,gJ\~Q~'YNA $ 5,000.00
 
CHRISTIE III,THOMAS J. • $ 5,000.00
 
-------~-~ --_._--_.._----­
SOTO,WILLIAM $ 5,000.00 
------ ------" - ~-_.. _---------- -- .... _---­
,SIUDYM,MICHAEL : $ 5,000.00 
Iblo.()MlZj9}~~f\~E_~_~~.~~~~-==: $ ),OOr[§Q_' 
iFERRARA,QOROT_H'Y_CA\jgF3II_LL~OOO,OO_ 
iLEE,JEFFREY I $ 5,000.00I - ----- - ------.--- -.----------.----------.-­
I-I-~M M-,~ E~~ ER_I..c:; .___ $ 5,000.00 
I DUGAN JR,LAWRENCE D. . $ 5,000.00IZjp-F)b,ANTH6NYJ~~-----·----$-5~060~·oo-­IMAR:! I-EI{'KARIM-------- --------~ $' 5,000.00­
ILAMTDTCA'-DAI\J'NY-----.----.-~ 5,000.06­
I-~. _. .___________ - ... .--'-----'- _ 
iGRIECO,CHRISTOPHER I $ 5,000.00 
[PE-REi.EVERAROCS--- ! $ 5,000.00 
!HAYE§,D9_~~Lg'I-=_------ .. ~ ~_ 5,000.00 
O'CONNELL, DANIEL $ 5;000.00 
. -- ---- --------- ..- - - - -.­ ---------~-----­
MAHER,JOHN M. $ 5,000.00 
- - -- ------ ----------_._--- - - ---.-~------_ .._-~-_. __..-- - -­ -_._-~-­
DELPRETE,THOMAS J. $ 5,000.00 
------- ---------~------_.. _--_ .. 
I~~~m~~~~=~~~···,ttl!.~t 







r 5 000 00.:J 
S 5,00000 
I',',",TESS'NOTHOMAS C c: -.! 5,00000 
rvlURPHY,PATRICK S 5000,00 
I DIS0 TT0, BE I'J ED [CT S 500000 






IMCCABEDANIEL ('.JJ 5,00000 
IMAIER,EDWARD S 5,00000 
!I<EARN-EY,STEPHEN R, S 5,00000 
PICANI,LOUIS A S 5,00000 
IPEACE,PETER F S 5,00000 
MEDINAGILBERT ~) 5,00000 
MARTELLI,ANTHONY L :) 5,00000 
DESIENA,JOSEPH c: -.! 5,00000 
iTOLLI ,WI LLlArv1 S 5,000,00 
(BOX,WILLIAM S 5,00000 
~,IIMAFIOOi\I, EILEEN c: 5,00000 
iSANTOS,ER~~EST (','J 5,00000 
rCAROPRESE, FERDINAND S 5,00000 
!R!IJALDIBARRY J .:J(' 5,00000 
! iv1 CDERMOTT,VI NCENT ~) 5,00000 
-v 5,000,00iTLjTI~O,ROCCO c: 
iSIGNORE,ANTHONY S 5,00000 
Cl"POZZf\ANTHONY C c: 5,00000
"' 
Rf\USO,A1HHONY J c' 5,00000 
IMrlJ1ER,RICHARO M. S ~,OOOOO 
c:
'IINCE,GEORGE F 5000 00 
DEPI ERRO,KEI\lNETH 5,00000v 
STEFANIK,TIMOTHY J S 5,00000 
r~,EVITA,DOMINICK S 5,00000 
SHVEDOWSKY,ANDREW S 5,00000 
OLEKSOWICZ,STANLEY S S 5,00000 
DE MICHELE,PAUL r 5 00000 
ccHENRIQUES,AFONSO 5,00000 
iIV1EOLAMICH!~,EL S 5 00000 
t,J IC:;RO, CH RI STOPH ER r : 00000 I 
C:LORIO/liHHONY r ~} 000 00 
CAMERINO,PATRICK A '::-J 5,00000 
RI',MONDELLI, DOMINICK J S 5,00000 
PUGLIESE,GINO J" 5,00000 
HOFFMAN JOSEPH W c 5,00000,J 
HARRIS,WA,LDELL S 5,00000 
! CONIGLIARO, LOUIS -:0 5,00000 
ii\REr\l,6, JEAN C' 500000 
O'CONNOR,JAMES 5,00000~ 
rviONACO,JOSEPH , ' 5,00000 
UJTZ,EUGENE CC 500000 
REli~BERGER JR.JOHN P ,J 5,000 00 
Irv1ARTI MUCCI,JOSEPH 5,00000 
IMILLEN INILLIAM V 500000 
Appendix "B" 
___f~y.~I.!.t...?_ . 
$ 5,000.00I~o~; I~ SO i~, F~~.NK 
. _.__._--- - . 
I\/IJ,L\LSH,MICHAEL C. 
_._!.. 5,00Q.9_0_ 
--- --- - - -- - ._­
POWERS JR,JOSEPH H. $ 5,000.00 
- - _.--~--------
KATZENBERGER,MICHAEL J. $ 5,000.00
•....... .._. _ _•...._ ..__ _ _~-~
 
f.J.=6~~Ts::~~~0ATORE... -.-..-.--ii*~-%~.-
rs\t"J_~c:.Ii!.~_'.!<EVIN : $ 5,000.00I§OLL~f3l~9BERI__._~_. ~_$ 5,000.00 
TORREGGIANI,RICHARD A $ 5,000.00 
--~----~-----------~-_.. _.,.._~----_._-- .. ­
SlL'=J.~A.i'J,JS2.f:1_N_ .__ ~$_5,00Q.00_ 
_LEWIS.!Rg.~E_Fn H. .__ ..__ . $ 5,000.00 
s.91i.1\F3~_'=J:..C\,CHRISTOPHER J. I $ 5,000.00 
_~_UTH ~F3_LAi'JD, DAN IEL_f3 .~:.1-5,000.00 
SPAUN,THOMAS I $ 5,000.00 
.- --·---·--·-=-:-:-=-:-~-=----~~---,--=---c::c'-:-~=_=_I 
Q.t=QB.EE~OUG~f\S.E i $ 5,000.00
 
D'APRILE,EDWARD J. • $ 5,000.00

'----_.- .. ----_. 
~.AK_~~_K,T!l0r..1!'~ . $ 5,000.~ 
OLlTA,RICKY $ 5,000.00





PEZZULO,JOHN C $ 5,000.00
-_. -" ------_. -------­
WOODS,THOMAS F. I $ 5,000.00
 




iFERRARO,FRANK : $ 5,000.00
 
It~~~8~~~~~~~S-~--· ·i ;:~~~:~~-
ICASSARO,J6sEPH A. --'."$ 5,000']'6­I· ' .. '-' -.'-.. -- .. -- .....-_.-..-~~-




1~~~~~~~ti~~E.NNL- -.-----.. I i ;:~~~:~~ 
------.-- _. ---- - - ------ ----"----­--~ 
CiSALVO,NOEL. $ 5,000.00
 
C-IP-R-1A~ib~RO-C-c-6--F- ---.--- ...----------; $ 5,000.00
 
---- ---_. ---- ---­-~-----
LUCCI,JOHN A. i $ 5,000.00
r .--- ----.--".---.--------.---..- --..-.- .-. 
iT~~~Qi'J.E.,_6~IH()}-,JY_L~ __._L!2c.°00.QQ.. 
iCARTER,BRIAN : $ 5,000.00 
!MA'S'TRoobT,MARK ·-··-----r $ 5,000.00 
[LOIA,PATSYA~'--- -..--.- i $ 5,000.00 
1~.~~~~~.~()~.cH6~_~§"J.-.~~~ ~ $ 5,000.00 
iSTARRO,MICHAEL • $ 5,000.00 
1 - .. ----.- - -- .-,,---..----.~~--
jGOMEZ,EDWARD : $ 5,000.00 
iLUBTENIECKI)6SEPH ; $ 5,000.00' 
ICCJRR EA~PA-FRT(jA·---'·"·----------!-$ 5,000:0-6-' 
iMORA\(G-ERARD--·-··-----···--~~--··: $ 5,000.00 
ILil..LY~PATRICK T~- . $ 5,000.00 
!MITC-HE'LTHE'NRYA --'.'._--.--~--;'$ 5,00000­
I~t2~,t{ll~~~~i~~J~ .... -~~ _.i ;:~~~:~~ 
1/-\~iC.E:L~A,J().~!'!._ $ 5,000.00 
; i::ZECli'.!E,RALPH $ 5,000.00 
I, O;BRjSf5IE~ CHRISTOpHER ----.----". $ 5,000.00 
....__.._ .._. __ ...._. ._-~~~--
!FORTUNATO,ROBERT J. : $ 5,000.00 
- - - --
- -
!lG IIAppendi:: 
1-- -- ------­ Payout 2 
IDICAMPLI,ANTONIO S 500000 
lEICHHORN,KEITH R S 5.000.00 
I~:INGOAVID s 5.00000 
iCOBELU,THOMAS S 5.000.00 
c­IUPSH,lI,_W,Di\M()~JC	 v 5.00000 I 
c 
~,ITIRONE,RICHARD E	 5,000.00 
I -­
,) 5.00000IRILLEY,JOHN c-
FEDERICO,LOUIS S 5,00000 
IMUSCARI,CHRISTOPHER S 5,000.00 
I FAYE:rHOMAS J. S 5,00000 
tCZUCHTA,JOHN S 5.00000 
IARRINGTON,ALLEN W S 5,00000 
I . ___ _ __ ---­
S 5,00000!CAPASSO,LAWRENCE 
HANZUS,THOMAS E S 5.00000 





,GRIFFIN,RICHARD S 5.00000 I _ 
S 5,00000!PILETTO,JAMES 
fv1INASI,ROBERT ":}l 5,00000 
I 
IMORAYWILLIAM B. S 5,00000 
[DIPPOLlTO,RALPH V S 5,000.00 
rpi\LBO_RAROBERT J ";;J 5,000.00 




GAI.LO,FRANK J S 5,000.00
 




I-~EIDER,BRIAN K S 5,000.00
 
c2PAI\JO, LENNY v 5,00000
 
BAR~ETT,CHRISTOPHER 0 S 5,00000
 
CALABRESE,PETER A. S 5.000.00
 




rBUCCHIERI,STEPHEN A	 .) 5,00000 
cCm,JGIUNTI,ANGELO A.	 ~' 5.000.00
 
c·
p,RMI~IIO,JOHN V '-' 5.00000
 




PONCURAKDAVIO S	 S 5.00000 
\/ISCONTI,RANOY	 c: 5.00000 
c-BROWER.JOSEPH CJ 5.000.00 
COp,XUM,ANTO~IIO S 5.000.00 
DRACE,MATTHEW J 5 500000 
'NEISE,JOHN B ( 5.00000 
I<ELLY,KEVIN c v 500000 
S 500000 
CJUATROCCI,MHHONY	 S 500000 
:<ROI\JHOLMRIC HARD	 S 5.00000 







DEVEAU,DENNIS M. $ 5,00000 
.. _------­







SOf(OL,ROBERT P $ 5,000.00 
~ ------------- -- - -._._--~-----
MCGOVERN,BRYAN $ 5,000.00 
. - -.-.-----. -- - - --. -------_. 
D'ASCOLl,MICHAEL $ 5,000.00 









-----_ .. -- --------_.. - ---------- ----- ------ -- - - - -. - -- _..------- ._-­
CHIANFAGNA,ALBERT $ 5,00000 
--.... _--- --._--- ------- --- - ------.---- . __.---._----~--_.-
PRIMEAU,JAMES V $ 5,000.00 
.- .. _.---- --_. -- -- -----_.-'._-'.'­
ORZA,GERALD J. $ 5,000.00 
------ .. ---- -- --_.. . .. _---_._-,----­




-. --_ .. _-----------------------_._---­ .. 
TOCCO,STEVEN $ 5,000.00
 
~I!=~_~ONIE,F_RANK R. $ 5,000.00
IMCCt-\RTHY,DAVID W. _$ 5,000.00 
---_.--------------------------­
DIPOPOLO JR,ANTHONY $ 5,000.00 
- --- ..-----------------~----------~_





1-------·- ----------------.----- - -- -- ----- ----------­
iyytlJTJ'l~y,L~NWOOQ. .. _. • $ 5,000.00 
IB~~1f:QBl1'~;£~DK~E.-~-_-·-·--~t-i~·~~-. 
IBALEZENTIS,THOMAS $ 5,000.00 
I~,s-8_'-gEN1IfS.== --=-- _._ ~ _~,QQ.°9Sl . 
-MCDONALD,JOHN J - $ 5,000.00I!RQEtTI,~I(VE-8- . . ~_$ E@6~QQ 
IP EGUES ,R Ig!:i.A__R 0 . ...._~ _~,Q.Q.~gQ 
J l:~Q'y',~!'J:IHONY "_$_5,000.0Q.. 
1:~~E~~O_V\l_P~ .__._. : $ 5,000.00 
I POUTI,DE~INIS B. r $ 5,000.00ISEAWRIG-Hf,SHAWN---- ---------~$_____S'OOO:OO 
--------------_.-. ---_ .. _---------------~-------
JOAO,C; REG9R\(_I_____ __.. ~__?1l00·9_0
 
FIORILLI,ANTHONY J. $ 5,000.00

_.- -_.- - - - - ------"._- --­
DESSESOW,PAUL $ 5,000.00
-- .. __ .... _-_._------- --- -------_.- _ .. -~----------
GREEHAN,KENNETH P $ 5,000.00
-- ---_._. --_._-----------------.-- ------- ---------­--~ 
f<ODAK,DANIEL $ 5,000.08
-- ---_.._---- - --------------------_._-----­
GONZALES,JUAN - $ 5,000.00 
-----_.---~. -----~--__. _. ...._-- --.---­
R.t\~A}R,BQN6Lg _____J..._2,QQO.00
 
R~~D, L§VVJ~}__ __ . ~~_~~OOOQg
 
FORCELLI JR,CHARLES $ 5,000.00

-- ------ --.-_ .. _..--_._------.--------. - -- - ------------._._­
Ft-\IA,RICHARD P $ 5,00000 




---- --------- - .. --- - - .__ ._-- _._-_._-­------~--
DICARMINE,RICHARD $ 5,000.00 










--- - - - - - -
HurHER,GERALD R
 



















































































































IKlr\!CHUSKY,CHARLES R $ 5,000.00
 
ICOLLlNS,JAMES F ~~ - $--5,006~60-
IM,lI,NNli,\tJl LLlAM-- ------$5'000.00­
1~~~KT;~~~~i~t9PH(R·-:'I~~~~~~~ 
1- --- - ---- -.--------.~._-~-
ARCIOLA,WILLIAM J. . $ 5,000.00 
- - - .-------"---- ---­
O'SULUVAN,DANIEL $ 5,000.00 
---, .. ---- --- -'.._. -- ------_._----.. - --.--------------~-----
~v'6.N ~AS_~ELh~.Q§.~_~I_..L_____ $ 5,000.00 
QUINN,WILLIAM P. $ 5,000.00 
~IRIELLO~BiCHARD~~_-=---=-~.~-: $ 5,000.00 
PANKO,JOHN '$ 5,000.00 
- - ._-------------- - ----_._-------- .. '."-- ---. ---_._ ..--,._-----,_. 
BLASETTI,SCOTT $ 5,000.00
------------. .... - ----_.---~- ----_._-------~------_.-
KREISLER,DAVID B. '$ 5,000.00 
-~--_.. __ .. _---.- - . --- ----.-_._--_.~_.-IMl'f'JN~GSE"N____ --- $ ;:~~~~~ ~8~~~~~~l~~%~~ ~•._=! i ;:~~~~~ 
g.Q.rt'J_SQ!,N~~~ . --.:.._._____ i $ 5,000.001 
~LJ.Q.g~~F\g,ANI_HONi_...__ .__ • $ 5,000.00 
HOLLAND,JOHN ! $ 5,000.00 
FRASc"c5~JE,NICHOCA-S-'---- '$ 5,000.00 
----------------~-----_. ~-_._.__ . __ . __ .. 
1f/~ld.E.~v1..~~!'i,g~NIEL_. ~_.. _ ,$ 5,000.00 
15~~fJE~~~;'~-jHONY ~ ~ ---- -~ : ~:~~~.~~-
[Si-OBY,i'ARIK- - - ~~--~T-5,000~00 
IGIRDAUSKAS, EDvVARD7;: ----~-r-5:OO0.00 ~ 
1'31OZIK~I~Y~N" ~ :~~------- -~_~=.L 5,000.00 
MAKAR,KYLE . $ 5,000.00
----- ----- ---_._-_..~--._----
GALVIN,KEVIN $ 5,000.00 
---~-_ . .... - - - -._------ -- --.-------"--­
!QrvIIL()VVICl,VYAL.TER _ ~~ __ .~,OOO.QQ.. 
O'BUCK,PETER $ 5,000.00 
IJUbIS,WALfER'- ~. ~.~ ~.- ~--$T660~OO 
1~~tERN1~~jggg-~§~·~-~---':---~:~:~~~:~~ 
f-----~-~-------·----~-.--- --.~.-.._-------­
I DALESSANDRO,ANTHONY W. $ 5,000.00 
!:§ ~'( 1'-8T)0H~nf~=~----~~'=-__ .~ :._!._5.! OOQ:00__ 
J,~P\~nJ,DOUGLAS ,$ 5,000.00IR-AMc)sIOTs0 - ~~~.~-.. --: $---s.O()O~OO-








ICHIRUR.G_~,JO~EPH ~ ~. . L 5,000.QQ_ 
1~-)!BQhUSI:S:A~XRA!'JKJ~._____ _ $ 5,000.00 
DRAGO,THOMAS L $ 5,000.00 
RA.MI-R-EZ,EDMUND -. - $5,000:'66;­
"-------'---'-_._- . -----.._---" ._--- - .. _-------,-~---
AITIL.~,(36~"Y __ .. .. J~OOOJJ_Q. 
OUVIJCCI,JOHN V $ 5,00000 














ISCIPI6NT,MICHAEL1- ..... --.-----... ,...... 
SCHIAVONE,FRANK J. 

























--- -- - .. ­
EVORAH,JOSEPH 1. 
- - --_ .. ' - -- .. _. ­
CIPOLLO,VINCENT J. 
- -- _.- . - ­
MC LAUG HLIN, PATR ICK 



















































































.-.' .... ----.- .---.----.. ---.-- ------­
ID,4'\f!~,R()t1~R:rA __ .________ $ 5,000.00
 
I !~,L\LL9N,g~~J_~_L _ $ 5,000.00
 
1'3f3l~M,JI\~~~_~ _. -.. -~:--:_-=-- _:-$_5,OOO~J5Q~
 
iiVIAZZEI,GERARD : $ 5,00000
 
fPE-R-EIRA,LUIS C - -'i$- 5,00-0.-00
 ICLARE~HERBERT P. ! $ 5,000.00
 
IROmANTHONYA----·· $ 5,000.00 
I~ANIQWA§§.oTEQNAFfgj.:.._~_=_-$ 5,000.09_
 
DEFINE,JASON A . $ 5,000.00
 
~~--- -~­
DISOTTO,VINCENT '$ 5,000.00 
-,---- ---- _.-----~-----_... _-_._------_._­
GIORGIO,MARIO A $ 5,000.00 
-~'------------_.-------C'------­
BOLOGNA,HARRY J. • $ 5,000.00 
---. __.--_._----- - -----_.--_._------------~- --~-­
GUARf\IIERO,MICHAEL • $ 5,000.00 
._._--_._-------~--- '--
I000R_E,JArVIE~~. ~_____ ,$ 5,000.00 
i.KR~~.cr~?~B_c;,!S~!'J~~IJj . $ 5,000.00 
!POPOVIC,JOSEPH '$ 5,000.00 
rt=ERRAFU,~J6SEPHT- ! $ 5,000.00 
~ -. -------------~---_._-------_._­
iOEL BEI\IE,ANTHONY M. • $ 5,000.00 
IQ6~L'6RD,~viNCENT B. $ 5,000.00 
IBLOOMER,RANDY V. $ 5,000.00
f ----~-----------•.-._. 










i . ----- --------- --._...--..--. .
 
iPAOLICELLI,PAUL • $ 5,000.00
I -----------.-..~.-~-.--------: ~--~-­
i~~I.LI~'_C2.E~t'LI_~_~__ . $ 5,000.00 
iF~~JRIN(),PIO_g ~___ ! $ 5,000.00 
il"()~6X,JAfv1.~~_______ _ ... __ . _~1._ 5,000.0_0__ 
IT,4,MBURRI,PETER . $ 5,000.00 
IGAMBy,CHRTs----------~----T$ 5,000.00 
!e3AM BAR O-ELLA,A NTH 0NY '--$5~60 
IM-cDERrvfoYT~vIN-c-ENT---- . $ 5,000.00 
I-------~----_··_- --.---------.-­
!GREEN,VINCENT $ 5,000.00 
ir:iICKEY,JAMES-M~-~----- $ 5,000.00 
iF~OB~BIsON:-V{ILLIAM~__~_ . $ 5,000.00 
!TROIANO, GIOVANNI $ 5,000.00 
!S·PA NO-:JOS EPH M. -- - -----,$-5,060-06­
i~;?.E:-RAN~A~JQ~f\ TtJ~-N--~~---~-_-~-~~_L§,ooo. o_~ 
iZANNELL.I,CHRISTOPHER • $ 5,000.00 
;SURLAK,ROBERT-J~~---- I $ 5,000.00­
I ---. -----~ 
!MCMAHON,MATTHEW J • $ 5,000.00 
iC;ALABR~ES-[CARMENT--'-==-__ $ -5,000:00­
iLJONAGHY,DOUGLAS $5,000.001-- -.--.-..----- ---------.... - .. - .- ...-. ---.----~-­
Ilvlcg.9_\f\I!i2~ 0 "II_____ __ _ __ ~.1_~.'.O 00.00_ 
IPUTQRT_I,~~LJ.hJ . __ ~_~_3200._CJQ. . 
'JOHNSON,ARTHUR E. $ 5,000.00
- --- -- - ---------_._-­
!~~k~~~~T:g;t~\J-------- : ~:~~~:~~ 
Appendix "e" 
1--'-"-' '_Payout~_ 
,fIl1ANZO,ANTHONY JR-- -- - $ 8,000.00 
1!lC5VINEIGINO ---$ 8,000.00­
I - - -- - --------- -- --- -------­
[MORAY, ROSEMARY $ 8,000.00 
iVALErHI,ANfH6NY--~-$8,000.Q(f 
!pjACENTE,GEORGE --- --- ---$"8,0600'6'­
'NOL.L,DANIEL. J_=~__~. -~-$ 8~6oo:0Q.. 
AN qE RT()Nc~~.riE~I_~:- · $ 8,000. Q.Q...I 
iDAMATO,RICHARD $ 8,000.00 
iZ-2~~~~~:R~yHMOND--'----'-----H~~
 
!MASIELLO,ROBERT--- $ 8,000.00 
iS1KoRA,MIC-HA-ET.-----------··~,000.6o-
1--- ---- ----- -----._--------- -- - - ---------=--=-'~~ 
1§~RC'RDO,gBf\IG . ._. $ 8,000.00 
iBENNETT,JOHN P. : $ 8,000.001------·--------- ----------------
IDJEI()~E'_~E_'!ERLY i $ 8,000.00 
i~~NZQ/',NTHO_!':J~__ i $ 8,000.00 
[GIUSTO,MICHAEL A. i $ 8,000.00 
iDETANG6~RTCHARD • $ 8,000.00 l~lJl~t~t:~~}A.=--=- •i~:~~~:~~
1--- -----------------­
'~~~g~lb',e8~AY~~' . ~ i~:~~~:~~
 
~~AIA,RICHARD • $ 8,000.00 
iFf6cK,5ANIEL-------- . $ 8,000_00
i:S6CE~RA[PHJ----------- '$ 8,000.00 
1
1--'- --- --- --.- ----------------------,-----­
iH,A,RRISOi'!,MO~IIOUE ' $ 8,000.00
i:JACKSON,MARC----·---·---- $ 8,000.00 
I?t~~~~y~:~~%·~g --~~--~~=_~f~:~~~g[
 
iANNUNZIATO,THOMAS J $ 8,000.00
,---_._-- --- ------..__._--.--_.._.._----....__:-----:--~--
IROOS,CAROLYN A. $ 8,000.00!--------- - ----------- --------f----------­
Igrlf3.~~TI~.III,~~HQ~1ASJ.__ .__ _ : $ 8,000.00
 
SOTO,WILLIAM $ 8,000.00
IST06YM~MICHAEL '-. $ 8,000.00'
 
1~~~~~~~~~t~;H~CAVO-RTi- : i~:~~~:~~ 
1 ------------...-. -.­
i i.EE."IEFFREY , $ 8,000.00 
l'rIfVifv(H'ERS-EFn C. • $ 8,000.00 IDCTGAN'JR~LAWRENCE D. $ 8,000.001-·--------------- I 
,ZIPPO,ANTHONY J. ' $ 8,000.00r----------·- -- --- --- -- ----------- -------.---------­
11\t1f\_f3~!F:.H,-'~f\_~lM ~ $ 8,000.00 
Il.AMEOICA,DAt\INY , $ 8,000.00! c_. _ 
[GRIECO,CHRISTOPHER . $ 8,000.00
iPER~:~IV~f3AR_qO _~~ ~-._-.-~- $ 8,000~Q9= 
:HAYES,OONALD T. . $ 8,000.00 
IO;C6N~JET[DAT~IEL-- .. - -~ $ 8,cloO.00­
r .... --- ----------.-~~-.--.--------­[v1AHER,JOHN M. $ 8,000.00
IOELPREtE,=rH-OMAST---· ---;-$8~-6 
iRUEOA,FRANCISCO F. $ 8,000.00­
---- - - ----- ----------_.. __ .. _----­
IAMATO~CARL J • $ 8,000.00 
IO'FARRILL,ESEOUIEL $ 8,000.00 
Appendi:: 
~-,.~.~,_.,~._---------------
I Payout 3 
,~	 'lp(]\,VERS GEORGE S8.000.00 
Ir:!i PPEY\iVILLIAM S 3.00000 
iM,qESSi~JO,THOMASC S 300000 
IMURPHY.PATRICK S 300000 
iDISOTTOBENEOICT S 8,00JOO
i	 __ 
iVVRONt\OENNIS S 8,00000 
OERUGGIERO JR,ANTHONY S e.,00000 
Iv1CCABE,OANIEL S 8,00000I 
IMf-\IER.EOWARO S 8,00000 
!KE,t\RNEY,STEPHEN R. ;:,8.00000 
iPICANILOUIS A S 8.00000 
iPEACEPETER F, S 3.00000 
',[\llEOINAGILBERT S 8.00000 
IMARTELLI.ANTHONY L S 8.00000 
DES IEN,A,JOS EPH S 8.00000 
TOLLI,VIJILLIAM S 8,00000 
BOX,WILLIAM S 8.0CQOO 
IMAFIOON,EILEEN S (300000 
SAI\JTOS,ERNEST S 800000 
C,i\ROPRESE,FEROI NAN 0 S 8.000.00 
RINALDI,BARRY J. S 800000 
i'~COERMOTT,VIN~ENT S 300000 
TUTINO. ROCCO ::; 8.COOOO 
.3IGNOREANTHONY S 8 000 00 
CAPOZZA,AI'HHONY C S (; 00000 
i~AUSOAJ'HHONY J S,2000.00 
IMMER.RICHARO M S 8,00000 
;VII'-JCE,GEORGE F. S 300000 
I
.DEPIERRO,KENNETH S 300000 
STEFANIK,TIMOTHY J S 200000 
CC::VITA,OOMINICK 3300000 
SH'jEOOWSKYANOREW S 8,00000 
OLEKSOWICZ,STANLEY S S 300000 
DE MICHELE,PAUL S 800000 
HE~JRIQUES,AFONSO S SOODOO 
[V1EOLAMICHAEL S; 8.00000 
l~iGRO.CHRISTOPHER :; 300000 
[·:LORIO.ANTHONY S:3 000 00 
CAMERINO,PATRICK A S· 2,00000 
RAMONOELLI,OOMINICK J 3 2,00J 00 
PUGLlESE,GINO S,3 000 00 
HOFFMAN JOSEPH W S.8.00000 
HARRIS.WALDELL S 3,00000 
COi\IIGLIARO,LOUIS 
AR EI'JA,J EAN ::: 3 ['0000 
()'CO f'-J NOR, JAM ES S 3 OO'J 00 
:1Vl01'U\COJOSEPH C:;·300000 
ILUTZEUGENE S (3 eGO 00 
.::.3 000 00REI~~BERGER JR JOHN P 
d,;1ART 1M UCC IJ OS EPH	 S 2 CDC 00 
" n "r'l 00 I11v'1ILLE~{\'VILLIAM V	 ,,00',".) I 




I~61~~~~~;~J;E~H H - - :~:~~-~.g~-
If<AT:2:_ENE3_E F3c;~B ~!v1-'-CfiC'_~_L_ L ~_~cQQ.Q.:9 0 
i~IRIZO,FRANK . $ 8,00000 
IbAMATO,SA-LVATORE'- -$-sjlOO.OO 
ikwECHTN,·KEV!N--------· i $ 8,000.00 1- ...-.-.-. -.--.------. --.---..-.--~--
ISOLlERI,ROBERT , $ 8,000.00 
IITORREG-GIANfRTCHARD A. $ 8,000.00­
,SILLlMAN,JOHN ! $ 8,000.00 
I-----------_·~·_----
,I_EWIS,ROBERT H. • $ 8,000.00 
1§~B.6.F3\i~LL&~8.BISTO~HER J. . $ 8,006.00 
jSUTHERLAND,DANIEL R i $ 8,000.00 
Is£6:O~~J8Q.~~~:===-==- $ 8,000.09 
[DEGREE,DOUGLAS E ' $ 8,000,00 
1---------- -----..--.----------.---.-----­
iD'APR!LE,EDWi\RD J. • $ 8,000.00 
I}AKL'TBEK,THO-MA-S-------- $ 8,000.00 
1-- ·__._- ------=--=c'-=-::-~ 
lOLITA, RICKY 
, -- .'-,-- . _ 
: $ 8,000.00 I - . __ 
!G_F<_~~I'J~B...PAVJQ.__ ! $ 8,000.00 
PEZZLlLO,JOHN C. i $ 8,000.00 
--._---~--~--------~-
VVqOD§~TH,0MASf:__ I $ 8,000.00 
f<ULP,SIGMUND i $ 8,000.00 
-_._~----- -_.- .._--,_. __._---­
F~~f30RO,ERA~~__ . , $ 8,000....QQ. 
BOFF"QLL_NI~f10L_A~ S __ :_18,000.09 
SMITH, DERRICK H. : $ 8,000.00 
---------------- -. 
C,L\,SS/\P,O,JOSEPH A $ 8,000,00 
._----- ---- --.- - ----_. -------_.-'- .. 
DE FRANCIS, RONALD $ 8,000.00 r
 
.- - ----- .- ... _. ,------'...-..
_~---_._--
EGAN, PETER J, : $ 8,000.00 
-- --- -_.-----------_._--- --- .---_._---------------­
STEF'~NIK,GLE~.!'J_L___ $8,000.00 
SQT_Q,)U~IO $ 8,09JUlO 
DISALVO,NOEL $ 8,000.00 
- - -- --_. --_. --­
CIPRIANO,ROCCO F . $ 8,000.00 
-- -------------------------_. - - ---- ._---~-----~---
I_UCCI,JOHN A. . $ 8,000.00 
TEL'=-()NE~~I'JI!iQ~~_L____ : $ 8,000.00 
C~R__C~_~!3..f~IJ\~ : $ 8,000,00 
rVi/-\STRODDI,MARK i $ 8,000.00 
LGIA,pAfS-y-A.--------- ------r $ 8,000.00 
(~AS~A~R~Q,'"¢~8Ef3lI~j -~-_~~~~~~- $ 8,000.0:0 
STARRO,MICHAEL $ 8,000.00 
_ .. -----,,-_ .. - - --_._._----.... --------_ ... ---------.------_._.._-­
C30MEZ,EDWARD ' $ 8,000.00 
L.U 61 ENIECKD OS EP-H---- ·--------$"8,"000.60 
----- - .__ . --- -.-.-------- - - .' -- .. _---.-----------_. 
CORREA, PATRICIA , $ 8,000.00 
_. - - . -- ---------------- --_._-. ----------------­
MORAY,GERARD . $ 8,000.00 
-~._-----------------------_.._-- -- - ---_.-.­
LiLLY,PATRICK 1. '$8,000.00 
- -. - - ----- --------.----- ..- -------- -- .._-­----~-------_ 
MITCHELL,HENRY A. $ 8,000.00 
-- ---------_.- .-_._-----------,------ --- -----_ .. - ... _-~---------.-
::;WEEt\IEY,THOMAS J $ 8,000.00 
- -------.-_.---_. -_._-- - -_._-----. ---.. 
I ROCK,PETER J. $ 8,000.00 
li\PICELLA~JOHfT--- -------$ 8,00000 
I ..- -- ...-.--.....-. - .. ---.--.--..----.­
iRECINE, RALPH . $ 8,000.00 
I0'B~I§Kif,c8BIS.fOPJig:f3..=_==- $ 8,000.QO 
iCgRTUNATO,ROBERT J, . $ 8,000.00 
1',·1;Append i,,: 




















r',~ORAY,WI LLI,~M B 
DIPPOLlTO,RALPH V 
D'lc,LBOR!'" ROBERT J 
M;",THEVVRAJAN T 
HERNANDEZ LUIS A 
:v10 IHAJ~AR ELLO ,ANTH Ol'fl 
'3PLLO,FRM.JK J, 
PERCOSKI,JAMES R 















COF,XU M ,AI\ITONI0 
DRACE,MATTHEW J 
INEISEJOHN B, 































































. ----------- ­ "-~------
Bl\RILE,GABRIELE $ 8,000.00 
----~----_. -- ---------­
SOKOL. ROBERT P $ 8,000.00 
-- - - - ---------- -- ----- -- _.. - - - - -.---~----
1iv1c=;c:;OVEB~,~FSY ~~:L__ $_~,Qqg.qo 
[)'ASCOLl, MIC_'::I~L $ 8,000.00 
KOTASH,BRIAN $ 8,000.00 
-._--------------- -----"-- -----.- ._------"-­
FENNELL,DANIEL . $ 8,000.00
-'-_..- ----- - _.. - ------- -----_. ---- --- -. ---- - ------­
NOTARO,J\NTONIO ; $ 8,000.00
---- _._._-- -------------,._­----~_.-
~~.BSQN,J\LLAN ~__ : $ 8,000.00 
CHIANFAGNA,J\LBERT : $ 8,000.00 
IPRIN1E-ALTJArv,-ES\i-------------$8,000.00­
16RZA~GE-RAL5T------- -- . $ 8,000.00 
iFTEn)S,MiCHAE-CR~---------·- $ 8,000.00 
1'&ATK.lfJ_~:Rf\lpH_____~~~_=_-___ $ 8,000.00 
,TOCCO,STEVEN . $ 8,000.00 IFIERM6NTEJRM~kR~----- -~ $ 8,000.00 
I ·-··-·-------------------·------·-------'~--I 
!MCCARTHY,DAVID W • $ 8,000.001---- .- .. -.----- ---------.-..-- -- .---­
I DIPOPOLO JR,J\NTHONY ..' $ 8,000.00 
I~E~_~6E:EJANTI,RALPH -===~-=-; $ 8,000.00 
l~g_'::IQF~~Q,S-c!=LLA $ 8,000.00I 
IFLYNN,SCOTT R. $ 8,000.00 




IhSH-'QAN-~~K_~-=_=_== __=__= $ 8,OOO.QQ.­
iMCDONALD,JOHN J ; $ 8,000.00
1---- . - ..---- -.--...--...- - ----.­ -~~------. 
ITROETTI,STEVEN $ 8,000.00i1----- -... - -- . --~-.. .----.. -- - ---.-,.------­
IPEGUES,RICHARD . $ 8,000.00r---·· ....----.- ----.-- ....-.-- -.--... ----~-.--------
iTROY,J\NTHONY $ 8,000.001-·· -­ ._--~-------._--.------------
!~3~;f75k~NTSB.-------- ':~:~~~:~~
 
ISE~'0'RIG8f$-H~_~~--- __ $ 8,000.00 
,JOAO,GREGORY 1. ' $ 8,000.00
I - - -- ._ ..---- ------~--------------.--------I-~-----,-
WIORILLI,J\NTHONY J. $ 8,000.001--- .-_. ---------------.-- .. --- ..--. ----,------­iDESSE~()\v'v',£~~l..._______ . $ 8,000.OQ_ 
IGREEHAN,KENNETH P. $ 8,000.00 
IKOOAK,DAN-iEL------- - $ 8,000.00 
IC;S?_~_Z~~E§:;}J_JAN.._=~~-_= ~_==---_!.8,OOO.OQ.. 
;R/\PA JR.,RONALD i $ 8,000.00 
il~EEbIEWls-T------ - ---- $ 8,000.00 
iF()~g_~_~~I_.Lf3_~CH~B~ES~- __-_-_ . $ 8,000.00 
if~fl,IARI<=:'fi~R9p· _ ____~ $ 8,000.00 
IP!-\RISI ,F3(J_El~_~T)...:.____ __ .1~, 00Cl.:QQ. 
IDICARMINE,RICHARD. .. $ 8,000.00
If~~!,lt.E= R, BERNARO·---- =_-~~)-8]06J)Q 
iSINDONJ\,GIUSEPPE .. $ 8,000.00 
iCELLAMARE,PETER--- - ---$8J50CUJO­
----- - - -- --- ._---- _...----- ­
I_EEJEFFREY $ 8,000.00 







iHlINTER,GERALD R S 8,00000 
1\/\/1 LL!AMS,GLENNI E S 8,00000 
!r=ARRELL,DAt\IIEL T S 8,00000 
'j'WANGENSTEIN,IVIICHAEL J, S 8,00000 
,I_EPORE,ROCCO S 8,00000 
I ' $ 8,000,00I,AGOSTINO,ANTHONY S 
GLASSER,KENNETH S 8,000,00 
IBLASETTI,SILVIO S 8,000,00 
IMALANDRINO,JOHN S 8,000.00 
iMg G0\t'E:R~,GREGORY M, $ 8,00000 
/SIDA-RI,FRANCIS R $ 8,000,00 
$ 8,000,00
1SriE:f::H'(, P~UL L 
iGHELARDUC:C:I.,THOMAS S 8,00000 
l
,OLERUD,BOGER D S 8,000,00 
tROTA,DOUGLAS A $ 8,00000 
iIJ)NGO,JOHN A S 8,00000 
COn~E,RICHARD A S 8,000,00 
STEWART,DORRIAN S 8,00000 
MESSI NA,ANTHOI\JY S 8,00000 
------ .­
MAZZEI,RICHARD P, S 8,000,00
 




---.- - - .. ­
FENNER,MICHAEL D S 8,000,00 
CACHOIAN,JOHN M S 8,00000 
CASCARANO III,MICHAEL S 8,00000 
!vlELTZ,RICHARD E S 8,000,00 
FRALEIGH,THOMAS S 8,000,00 
D'AMATOVINCENT S 8,000.00 
DICESARE, ERNEST J, S 8,000.00 
RAMOS,ANGEL S 8,000,00 
C,i\RTER,CARLTON W S 8,000,00 
GJ-\LLE,VINCENT J S 8,000,00 
ZANGHI,JOSEPH R S 8,000,00 
VVIXON,WILLIAM J, S 8,000,00 
STEADMAN,DOUGLAS J S 8,00000 
DE PIERRO,ALBERT S 8,000,00 
rJORILLI,JOSEPH S 8,000,00 
SPRECKMAN,RORY $ 8,000,00 
BURRUS,DAVID S 8,000,00 
VITULLI,ROBERT S 8,00000 
'STM,ILEY,ROBERT F S 8000,00 
GIBSON,EDWARD J S 8,000,00 
L()r~GO,MICHAEL P S 8,000,00 
SEAWRIGHT,GRADY S 8,00000 
F,I"LSTOE,JOSEPH M S 8,00000 
OUILL,SHANE M S 8,00000 
C;\REY,JOHN S 8,000,00 
I:OMISKEY,MICHAEL P S 8,00000 
RUSSO,RICHARD S 8,00000 
DIPALO,Ai'nHONY J S 8,00000 
l,r.v10NTEMURRORICHARD J S 8,00000 
---
Appendix "e" 
I--------~ _l'a~~~l ... 
!f\INCHUSKY,Qi-!A~Lr=_S_ R__ _ _ L $ 8,000,00 
COLLlNS,JAMES F, 
- -­ -------,._-- -,------------- .------­
' $ 8,000.00 
rv1~~l\jI.x_,..'f\I!~L_I!'M I $ 8,000.00 
DISOTTO,CHRISTOPHER $ 8,000,00 
[~QF3LE~\'YJ~1-,~~-=_-__~~~~-= =----J_~9go ,00 
IARCIOLA,WILLIAM J, ' $ 8,000,00 
io'sULLTvAN~DANIEC----------~8]OQ.oo--
IV~t\LtAssE1If{qBERT J $ 8,000,00r 
1?~~~~~-~~AH~~------~---TH~Wt
 
IpANKO,JOHN : $ 8,000,00 IBL-ASETnSCOTT-----~-~8,000,00 
IfSREI_?_L_(~-=-~AV!PB~-===~=_ - ; $ 8,600.00_ 
1~~~~~T-~~~j~HN-M~~ .-.~ ----~~~-
iIEo~~§~~~'(_~~ND J_~~~~- ; $ 8,000,00l£_ldIIA,RONC'-LD R:-________ I $ 8,000.00 
/COYNE,DANIEL ; $ 8,000.00 
RYG~~~()-,--~IHONY $ 8,000,Og_ 
IHOLLAND,JOHN : $ 8,000.00
IFRASCONE,NICHOLAS i $ 8,000,00I -----~---------~-----.------.------------'-----'----
,fS!\~!EM~t':JJ,!,pANL~ ~_ $ 8,000.00 
IBURKE,BRIAN J, • $ 8,000,00 
ID-;-J\c;-tir=§-E,A~fHONY===____ $ 8,000.00 _ 
ISTOBY,TARIK $ 8,000,00I
. I;..::;----------.--------------,-~-~--
1'-:'~~DC'~~f<J\.?'-~Q'vYJ\~DJ,_~_._ $ 8,000,00 _ 
1F\~Q~_K.,-§-Cr=~Et':J ,- $ 8,000.OQ_ 
IMAKAR,KYLE $ 8,000.00I 
IGALVIN~KEVIN -- ----------$8,000.06­




1-·· --------.---------------- --_.-- ­
'MC ENIRY,JOSEPH D $ 8,000,00
_.-_. ,--~---- -_._----_._--_.. _---- ---. ----- - ­~-- ~--
DALESSANDRO,ANTHONY W. $ 8,000,00 
----- - -------- -------.--.----~--------::--c-'-::--:--=-c-:-I 
B_R'{!'~-r:,_JO~~N_, ~J 8,000:00_ 
Irv'IAN~~,DOUGLAS $ 8,000,00
IRArv1o-s,Luiso----------------i $ 8,000,00
I ---- .--- ----- --------.-------.------~----
If(EATING,GEOFFREY T • $ 8,000.00 
!r~AC-HAD6~ANTC)~- : $ 8,000.00 
iG_~E:,tl,J'J.§.'(,r=IV1METT P, ._J $ 8,0QQ..00_ 
,WASYLENKO,DENNIS J $ 8,000,00I -.--- ----- ---------~------ ------ ---------.­
i,L\-RF.\~~Q.TQN,NI\}H~NlE_~_______ . $ 8,000,00_ 
II\GOSTINO,PAUL $ 8,000.00 
irMUGHTON)6HNT---------- ---~f8,000:OO-
I ------ ------------.----- -- -----------­
iCHIRURGI,JOSEPH $ 8,000.00
I .------------- ----------.------------.­IQ.IB DAlJ.?KC'_S ,FRANK A. $ 8,000:.Q_~ 
IQf\AG9_JJ:10MAS1 18,000:00_ 
Rl\lV1lF\EZ,I:;i2~U_~D__ ..... _~~OOO.QQ 
ATTILE,GARY . $ 8,000.00
10LI VU Ct I,J 6HN V -----------·~ooo.oo 
---------- - -----
- --- -- -- --- ---
-- -- - - -- ---
- ----- --




LANDRY,ROBERT J. S8,000.00 
SAMOYEDNY,SCOTT F S8,000.00 
IOLIVEIRA,EDER J. S8,000.00 
,SAM~U_~L-~,-c;R-gGbR'( S8,000.00 
I S8,000.00 GRI~P(),~QCCO 
iPOPPA,JASON A $ 8,000.00 
IC:ITRO,ANGELO- $ 8,000.00/sclp IONI, MICHA EL S8,000.00 
Isci=fIAVONE,FRA1\IK J $ 8,000.00 
$ 8,000.00IF/~~~~~9H,l\f::L, -" ­




iTRA~_c:_YNGER,WALTER G. $ 8,000.00 
D'AMATO,JAMES V. S 8,000.00 
--------- ------ ._- -­
HORNEY,ERNEST J. S8,000.00 
MURSHED,MANSOOR $ 8,000.00 
SCIPIONI,GIANNI S8,000.00
-----_. - .-.- ._-- - -­
S8,000.00 ~J_~~ELEI~_~_c:. .. __ ,__ 
S8,000.00 R~J\_~_'THOMASG 
DRAGO,WALTER G	 $ 8,000.00 
------------ -~----~---- ­
IDICESARE,CHRISTOPHER J $ 8,000.00 
ICH IA-MU LERA, EUG EN E $ 8,00000 
IBfl,CLlJA,ROBERT $ 8,00000 
II	 
S 8,000.00 KOSATO, CH RI STOP HER 
FEDOR,MATTHEW S8,000.00 
S8,00000 IDEPALMA~c:;OTT L 
,FAULK,RONALD $ 8,000.00 
IHA-R..~T~,CH~ISTO~~ER $ 8,000.00 
IROSATO,RICHARD $ 8,000.00 
iTREv6RAF,J0S!=PH}. S8,000.00 
ICIPOLLO,VINCENT J $ 8,000.00 
!McLA[jGHLIN~F;ATRic K $ 8,000.00 
!CASEY~KENNEfH W S8,000.00 
':ETliIA,GI~S,EPPE_ S 8,000.00 1 S8,000.00 iTUTINO,-SI\~DRA 
i800KER,AARON $ 8,000.00 
!DEGR'EE}EROY J. $ 8,000.00 
ilYLER,KENNETH E $ 8,000.00 
- - - -~- ­
i r=(UNYOr'.i,DAMON $ 8,000.00 
DOREK,WESLEY J. $ 8,000.00 
. - ----- ­




i<URILLA,RICHARD 1. S8,000.00 
. --.-----------------­
IVrAGI\JANI, RICHARD	 $ 8,000.00 
-_._- ------ - - - - ---­
SEERY,DAVID M.	 $ 8,000.00 
~------------~-











~'8,09 000 I 




. -...__.... ---J$ e,ooooo 
J, fJ,OOOOO
_.__." _"H_._~_"-~_' ._._ ­
BRIAN M. LUCYK 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
160 SOUTH CENTRAL AVENUE 
ELMSFORD. NEW YORK 10523 
(914) 592-6232 
TELEFAX: (914) 592-8627 
LABOR RELATIONS CONSULTANT 
JOHN P. HENRY	 January 18,2002 






Yonkers, NY I Cl70 1
 
RE:	 Local 456, I.B.T. - Contract Negotiations 
Dem Ernie: 
This letter is to confirm our telephone conversation of Janumy 18, 2002 
concerning the Stipulation of Agreement between the City of Yonkers and Local 456, 
I.13.T. (bted JcUlumv 3, 2002. 
Pursuant to Paragraph "8" of the Stipulation of AglTcmcnt. the job title of Tn:e 
'1l'immel' is rcallocated to pay grade DP Ci. In actuality, it is the intcnt of the pmties to 
reallocate this job title to pay grade DP H. 
1 am enc losing two (2) copies 0 l' this letter. Please c"ecute and return one (1 ) 
copy of this letter to m)' office to confirm our understanding. 
I t' you have all)' questions. please feci free to contact l11e. 
Very truly yours. 
ts~A-A.L~L 
BRIAN M. LUCYK
 
I3ML:fmh
 
cc:	 Anthom l'vlal12:o
 
Edward Oo\·le. Jr.
 
Bernard E. Dovle
 
AGREED: 
C!~~8W 
